Trying to figure out what division you should play in? Follow the simple guidelines below:

1. You should play to the level of the BEST player on your team.
2. If you play in other tournaments, play the division you NORMALLY play. Do not play down
3. **Setting:**
   a. I can only bump set the ball (B)
   b. I have decent hands when it comes to setting (BB)
   c. I can jump set the ball and/or run plays (A/AA)
4. **Serving:**
   a. I underhand serve or can do a basic overhand serve (B)
   b. I overhand serve and can place the ball pretty much where I aim (BB)
   c. I can do special kinds of serves - like jump serves (A/AA)
5. **Blocking:**
   a. Very seldom block (B)
   b. I'm working on it, but not great yet (BB)
   c. I can block, and call what I'm blocking so my partner can cover the rest (TA)
   d. I can switch up my calls on blocking at the last minute, or recover from a block by still passing it if it lands near me (AA/+)
6. **Hitting:**
   a. I can hit the ball, but my aim isn't that great (B)
   b. I can hit a hard driven ball on a good set (BB)
   c. I can hit the ball down, cross court and line (A)
   d. I can hit within the 10 foot line (AA)